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Root canal therapy is also referred to as Endodontics. The therapy is meant to save teeth that would
have otherwise been removed. The procedure is undertaken by a specialist in root canal and a
dentist as it is quite extensive and needs both professionals to be a success. The therapy has made
it possible to save infected teeth or those that are decayed. A few years back, the only solution for
such cases would have been removal.

This kind of therapy is recommended in certain situations where no other kind of dental procedure
can help. For instance, you can have a root canal procedure in Los Angeles when you experience
throbbing and pain that is spontaneous when biting on something or your food. Sensitivity to cold
and hot foods or beverages can also necessitate a root canal therapy and the last situation that calls
for the therapy is injury or severe decay that leaves your bone with an infection.

This treatment takes quite a process. It consists of the removing of the infected tissue lying within
your root canal thereby putting an end to the infection. There is a small procedure that your Los
Angeles root canal specialist and dentist will follow when handling the procedure and being aware of
the process will put you in a better and comfortable position before and even during the treatment.

The first thing the professionals will do is find access to your tooth nerve by opening a tiny access
point at the top of the infected tooth or teeth. You do not have to worry about the pain since an
anesthetic will be in place.

The access allows the professionals to then determine the root canals length before the pulp that is
infected is then removed.

The third step in this procedure and within the very same visit will involve the reshaping of the canal
just within the nerve making it ready for the filling material that will be used to get your tooth full
again. You might however need to wait till the next visit to have the fillings put into place.

The last stage is where the root canal will be sealed with a plastic material that is sterile after the
fillings have been put in place. This is a preventative measure that will keep future infections at bay.
The number of visits for the procedure can vary from one specialist to another and can be based on
various factors.
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Welcome to drkezian, provide you the highest standard of personalized dental care with a gentle,
efficient and professional a Los Angeles root canal. We employ highly-qualified professional a Los
Angeles root canal and utilize leading-edge technologies.
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